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About Us
Thank you for visiting Carolyn Konig
Designs stand G25 at the Perth Craft and
Quilt Fair. And we will also be in Sydney
in June!
Carolyn has been designing quilts and
involved in quilting for over thirty years.
Specialising in Antique and Reproduction
Quilt Design and Fabrics, she is renowned
for Creating Heirlooms—one stitch at

a time.

Phone: 02 6059 1702
carolyn@carolynsquiltingroom.com.au

85 Brewer Drive

Carolyn König Designs

West Wodonga, Vic, 3689

Over that time Carolyn has won many
awards for her quilts, mainly in the areas
of retaining the tradition and reproduction
quilting. Reproduction quilting is defined
as taking a quilt that may be over 100 years old, finding a good likeness in fabrics,
and redesigning it using traditional techniques, use of applique, hand piecing and
hand stitching. This process can take many months of planning and accurate graph
design and is often extremely time consuming. It is a process done completely by
hand with no design work taking place on a computer.
Carolyn’s designs have been
published in numerous recognized
quilting magazines, and will be
launched internationally in a book in
2014.
Our Wodonga store is located in the
North East of Victoria—on the
Victorian and New South Wales
borders. The store stocks mainly
reproduction fabric of the civil war
and later years, patterns, quilting
tools and pre cut fabrics. I specialize
in fabrics from a unique period in
time. We have complete collections
and fabric is not only available by
the meter, but also pre cut fat
quarter and fat eighth packs. This
ensures customers can get a workable sample of the entire range of a specific
collection.
Quilting classes, along with specialist teaching and quilting retreats, are also
conducted throughout the year.
Soon, we will be launching a new online store, so you can easily purchase our
products at the click of a button.
Sign up for our regular newsletters via email, visit our website and blog; http://
carolynsquiltingroom.typepad.com/ or even better, if your are in or near the
beautiful area of North East Victoria, call in to our shop. Our fantastic and talented
team are sure to make you feel very welcome.
Warning though, one visit will never be enough……

Blocks of the Month
Completed in similar colour palates to the original

Aunt Green’s Quilt 84” x 94”
This beautiful quilt was originally made in England
between 1851 and 1880 by Mavis Roberts and is
now located in Melbourne. This quilt is all needle
turn applique with freezer paper underneath—I also
offer the stich and wash technique. You will start
with the centre medallion, and the rest of the quilt
will be offered as ‘blocks of the month’.
The first month begins with the centre medallion
panel pattern which costs $120. The fabric kit for
this cost $103.45 and this includes 55 fat 16th’s, one
fat quarter and 3 fat 8ths . The fabric kit also
includes a detailed explanation of which fabrics to
use.
The background fabric is cream and 7.5meters is
required and should be purchased in one piece. We
are selling this currently for $109.50—the total cost
for the fabric centre and background is $212.95.

Carolyn’s Version
It is recommended that you set aside this
quantity of fabric for the quilt, as not to be
disappointed with changes in fabric colours.
The remainder of the quilt is completed in two
stages. The inner border includes 24 blocks
and one border and costs $20 per month plus,
postage, for 12 months. This includes two
flower blocks each month.
The final stage has 35 blocks and one border
and costs $30 per month, plus postage, for 12
months.
We can provide fabric packs for these two
stages, or you can use your scraps.
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19th Century Folk Art Quilt 81’ x 81’
This beautiful quilt was first seen at the
International Quilt Show in Houston in
2009, the maker is unknown. The quilt
was originally made in England and is an
English style design made with many
scraps of fabric. The quilt was sold at
Christie’s Auction house and now resides
in the USA.
With this quilt, Carolyn is teaching English
paper piecing of stars and hexagons, applique needle turn or stich and wash techniques, embroidery, and hand piecing of
some blocks. The rest of the basket designs will also be offered as blocks of the
month.
This quilt has a centre of English hand
pieced stars and hexagons, is surrounded by 22 appliquéd baskets, and has four hand pieced blocks in
each corner. The outer border is also made up of hexagon's an stars and other various shapes; hearts,
diamonds, etc. The final border is appliqued diamonds.

The first kit is $90 which includes the whole pattern,
including templates for the hexagon and star shapes,
borders, corners and one basket pattern, and the exact
layout of the finished blocks. There are at least 18
shapes needed for the border.
The rest of the quilt is sold as blocks of the month, 7
months of BOM’s with 3 basket designs per month. This
will cost $30 per month.
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Blocks of the Month
Completed in similar colour palates to the original

Marriage Quilt 81” x 95”
This quilted is dated between 1850—
1860 and was made by Jane Piza from
Ireland.
CKD version of this Reproduction Quilt
Design has been inspired by the photo/picture from the Cheltenam Museum
Quilt, Gloucester, UK (see below). Carolyn has not actually seen the quilt in
person.
The remaining kit is sold for $37.10 a
month plus postage for 23 months and
includes fabric and patterns.
Carolyn is currently working on this
quilt.
This quilt is made up of 54 hand pieced
blocks, and one large circle medallion
centre (9 blocks in total), and three borders.
Each block is different, and quite intricate.
This design is a Block of the Month.
The first pack is $133.95 which is made
up of the initial fabric and three patterns.

Carolyn’s version and progress so far
New Mail Out for Reproduction Club
(left to right)
1. New Colonies

6. History Repeated

2. Aster

7. Aster

3. New Colonies

8. Rebecca

4. New Colonies

9. History Repeated

5. History Repeated

10. History Repeated

Reproduction Club in antique reproduction fabric—sending out a
choice of 10 fat 1/16ths of the latest fabrics that arrive in store between mail outs.
4 mail outs a year, $65.00 per year. Included in your membership is
a 10% discount on all fabrics purchased from the store. Just show
your membership card.
* You can join in the fun any time!

Inspiration

Coming Soon...

Morning Gray

Mourning prints are part of Victorian fashion in the post Civil War Era. When
a woman became widowed, fashion dictated that she wear all black, without
ornament and a crepe weeping veil for a year and a day. Beyond the first
year, tradition stated that the widow should wear half mourning for a period
of at least 6 months. This was called Mourning Grays, or sometimes called
Shaker Grays. The fabrics were finely printed black on a white ground that
appeared to be gray. Gradually colours were added, starting with more sombre colours such as deep purple, burgundy and brown.
Purples from this era are often called "Fugitive", because over time the purple colouring faded to a soft brown. The
first stable purple dye wasn't widely used until the 1920's or 30's. Prior to that time, the purples were produced by
using natural dyes such as madder and logwood. Placing metal salts, or mordents in specific areas of the fabric
would produce different colours of purple, red or brown. It must have been fun experimenting and coming up with
such beautiful results

Gabrielle

It is time to fall deeply in love with Mary Koval's newest collection Gabrielle.
These fabrics will take you back to 1870 when romance was in the air. Create a cozy bedroom to dream in with lovely quilts, curtains and pillows.
Take pleasure in working with these lovely fabrics and dream up all sorts of
beautiful projects.

Upcoming Classes
P.H.D Weekend
Saturday 22nd June, 2013
10.30am to midnight
$10.00—bring a plate for Lunch, Pizza $5.00
Sunday 23rd June, 2013
10.30am—3.30pm
* Lucky Door Prize—BOOK NOW!

Fabric Club Specials



We have recently had a BIG clean-up and have found a lot Olfa Blades. Sizes 18m. 28m and 45m
blades are now priced at $10 each—what a bargain.



Mary Ellen’s Best Press; the clear starch alternative. No clogging, flaking or residue and completely
acid-free. We have 185ml bottles in a variety of scents (Tea Rose Garden, Linen Fresh, Citrus
Grove, Caribbean Beach, Cherry Blossom, and Scent-Free) available for $9.00each.



Melbourne, Australia’s creative Di Ford “must have book” ‘Primarily Quilts...19th Century Inspirations’ for $69.00. Beautiful work and beautifully illustrated—a must have!

Carolyn’s Choice
Indulge yourself in these calorie free fabric packs;
Chocolate + Cream’s or Coffee + Cream’s


10 fat 1/8’s for $20.00

OR


Mixed fat 1/4’s and 25cm pieces x 8 for $30.00

